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This paper introduces a method of listing all nonequivalent quotients of any con- 
nected regular graph of even degree with a given 2-factorization. The method is 
based on the characterization of connected 2d-regular graphs as Schreier coset 
graphs given by Gross (J. Combin. Theory Ser. B 22 (1977) 227-232). Various 
representations of a given graph with a fixed 2-factorization are also investigated. 
The work is related to graph imbedding theory, particularly to voltage and current 
graphs. b 1985 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The most common means of constructing a surface imbedding of a given 
graph uses voltage graph theory, and is, in fact, based on covering space 
techniques. The original method was developed by Gross and Alpert [S], 
was dualized by Gross [ 1 ] and generalized by Gross and Tucker [S]. The 
first step of this method requires one to find, for a given large graph K, a 
smaller graph L which is a quotient of K-that is, a graph L which has K 
as a covering space. An imbedding of K is then obtained by lifting an 
appropriate imbedding of L on some surface. 
From this point of view it is useful to be able to determine quotients of a 
given graph. In their reconsideration of the Heawood conjecture, Gross 
and Tucker [4] described all regular quotients of complete graphs. Our 
aim is to give a complete description of all quotients (both regular and 
irregular) of finite connected regular graphs of even degree. The method 
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used here is based on the Gross’ characterization [2] of (finite) Schreier 
coset graphs as regular graphs of even degree. 
After giving the necessary definitions, we summarize some results on 
Schreier coset graphs. In Section 4 we prove that any covering of a (finite) 
connected regular graph of even degree can be realized as a natural projec- 
tion of the corresponding Schreier coset graph. Section 6 gives a necessary 
and sufficient condition for two natural projections to be equivalent. In 
Section 7 we investigate the structure of the different ways a given connec- 
ted Zd-regular graph with a fixed 2-factorization can be realized as a 
Schreier coset graph. 
Although the theme of this paper is closely related to graph imbedding 
theory, particularly to voltage and current graphs, no preliminary acquain- 
tance with these theories is required. 
2. TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION 
By a graph we always mean a finite (oriented, when necessary) l-dimen- 
sional CW-complex. Note that in the topological graph theory the orien- 
tation can be helpful, but is not essential. A covering projection, or, in brief, 
a couering J X-+ Y is a continuous mapping of the topological space X 
onto the topological space Y such that for any point y E Y there is an open 
neighbourhood U of y with the property that every connected component 
off-‘(U) is mapped by f homeomorphically onto U. The space X is called 
a covering space of Y and Y a quotient of X. In the case when both X and Y 
are path-connected and locally path-connected, the number of points in a 
fibref-‘(y) is not dependent on the choice of ye Y and, if If-‘(~)1 =n, 
the covering f is called n-fold covering. The concepts of regular and 
irregular covering can be found in [6]. Examples of graph coverings (both 
regular and irregular) are given in [S, 61. It is known [3, 5, 63 that any 
graph covering f: K + L can be viewed as a graph homomorphism of K 
onto L such that for every vertex u E K the set of edges incident with u is 
mapped l-l onto the set of edges incident withf(u). 
Two graph coverings f: K + L, f,: K, -+ L, are said to be equivalent iff 
there exist graph isomorphisms i: K -+ K, , j: L + L, such that the following 
diagram is commutative: 
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Two quotients L, L, of the same graph K will be considered to be dzyferent 
iff the corresponding coverings f: K + L and fl: K -+ L, are not equivalent. 
Finally, let G be a group and S a set. A right action of G on S is a map- 
ping a: S x G -+ S, written (s, g) t+sg such that sl = s for all s E S and 
(sg) h = s(gh) for any s E S and g, h E G. We say that this action is transitive 
if for any two elements s, t E S there is a g E G for which sg = t. For any 
s E S the subset {g E G; sg = s} is a subgroup of G known variously as the 
isotropy subgroup of s, the subgroup of stability of s, and the stabilizer of s. 
We accept the third possibility and denote this subgroup by Stab,(s). The 
triple (G, S, U) is called a G-space which is said to be homogeneous if a is 
transitive. An isomorphism of two such G-spaces (G, S, a), (G, T, B) is a 
bijection f: S -+ T with the property f(sg) =f(s) g for any g E G and s E S 
(cf. c’6] j. 
3. SCHREIER COSET GRAPHS 
Given a group G, a subgroup H of G (not necessarily normal) and a 
generating sequence X of the group G, the (right) Schreier coset graph 
S(G/H, X) is the graph whose vertices are the right cosets of H in G and, 
for each vertex A E G/H and any generator x in X, there exists a unique 
edge of S(G/H, X) (sometimes denoted by (A, x)) with initial vertex A and 
terminal vertex Ax (such an edge is said to carry the voltage x from A to 
,4x). Let I be another subgroup of G such that H c I. The natural projec- 
tion p: G/H + G/I given by 
AHB iff AcB 
induces a covering (still called the natural projection and denoted by p) 
S(G/H, X) + S(G/Z, X) which preserves the voltages on edges of the 
corresponding Schreier coset graphs. If H = 1 we write S(G/l, X) = 
C(G, X). These graphs are known as Cayley graphs. 
Let K = S(G/H, X) be a Schreier coset graph. For any member x of the 
sequence X the set of all edges carrying the voltage x constitutes an orien- 
ted 2-factor F, in K such that any component of F, is oriented cyclically 
(in this paper no other kinds of oriented 2-factors will be considered). Two 
oriented 2-factors F,, F, of K will be called parallel iff there is an 
isomorphism F.Y -+ F., whose restriction on the set of vertices of K is an 
identity. Obviously, F, and FY are parallel. if they correspond to the same 
generator of G which is repeated in X. However F.Y and & may be parallel 
in the case x # y as well. Let u be the right’ action of G on G/H given by 
right multiplication by elements of G. Then F,, F, are parallel precisely 
when .~y - ’ E n0 E G Stab,( Ha) = C,(H), the’ core of H in G. 
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However, the graph K can be realized as a Schreier coset graph 
S(G’/H’, xl) with C,.(H’) trivial. More precisely, there is a group G’ con- 
taining H’ and a generating sequence x’, of G’ such that there is an 
isomorphism S( G’/H’, X’) z S( G/H, X) which preserves oriented 2-factors 
mentioned above. To see this, observe first that C = C,(H) is a normal 
subgroup of G contained in H. Set G’ = G/C, H’ = H/C. Then the natural 
projection p: G -+ G/C induces a bijection p*: G/H + G’/H’, p*(Hu) = 
H’p(a). Putting x’ = (p(x); x a member of X), p* extends to an obvious 
isomorphism i: S(G/H, X) + S(G’/H’, X’). Now, the core C,,(H’) is trivial 
and, for x, y in x’, a 2-factor F., is parallel to F.” iff x = y (though the 2-fac- 
tors may not be identical since repeated generators are allowed). 
Any graph K= S(G/H, X) can be realized (similarly as above) without 
using repeated generators. Let G* = G x Z, and H* = H x Z,, where m is 
the maximum number of pairwise parallel 2-factors in K. If X= 
b,, x2,-.., x,), let X* = ((xl, k,), (~2, kd,..., h, kJ), where k,, k2,..., 
k, E Z, is an arbitrary sequence with k, # kj whenever xi = xi. One can see 
that the graph S(G*/H*, X*) has the desired property. 
Each Schreier coset graph is connected and regular of even degree. The 
converse has been proved by Gross [a]: For any connected regular graph 
K of degree 2d there is an orientation of K, a finite group Go, a subgroup 
Ho _c Go, and a generating sequence X0 of Go with d members such that the 
Schreier coset graph S(GdH,, X0) is isomorphic to K. This result is based 
on the following construction. Let 9 be a 2-factorization of K. Assign to 
any (cyclically oriented) 2-factor FEN a permutation 7rF which is the 
product of cyclic permutations corresponding to oriented circuits in F (see 
[2] for details). Define Go = G,(K, 9) as a permutation group generated 
by ICY, FE 9, the subgroup H, = H,(K, 9) as a stabilizer of some vertex of 
K, and the generating sequence X0 of G, consisting of all 7cF, FEN. Then 
there is an isomorphism i: S(GdH,, X0) + K for which { i(F.y); x in 
X0} = 9. (Observe that in this case the core C,,(H,) is trivial.) 
Another characterization of Schreier coset graphs is given in [S]. These 
are exactly the connected covering graphs of bouquets of circles. For 
Cayley graphs no purely graph-theoretic characterization is known. 
However, a graph is a Cayley graph iff it covers regularly a bouquet of cir- 
cles [S]. 
4. REPRESENTATION OF COVERINGS BY NATURAL PROJECTIONS 
We shall extend the result of Gross [2] by proving that even the 
coverings of connected regular graphs of even degree can be realized by 
coverings of Schreier coset graphs induced by natural projections 
corresponding to subgroups of a suitable group. This will be obtained as a 
corollary of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let f: S(G/H, X) + K be a covering of the graph K by the 
Schreier coset graph S(GfH, X) such that the set {f (FJ; x a member of X} 
is a 2-factorization of K (oriented in a manner consistent with the orientation 
of {F-x; x in X} ). Then there exist a subgroup I, HE ZE G, and an 
isomorphism i: K + S(G/I, X) such that the diagram (l), where p is the 
natural projection, is commutative. 
2-c 
K- S(G/Z, X). 
(1) 
Proof We will carry out the proof in several steps. 
Step 1. We prove that for any two cosets A, BE G/H the equality 
f(A) = f(B) is valid if and only if f(Ag) = f (Sg) for each g E G. Clearly, it 
suffices to prove the part “only if.” Suppose that f(A) = f (B). Let g = x, 
where x is a member of X. The edges e, e’ with initial vertices A, B and ter- 
minal vertices Ax, Z?x, respectively, belong to the oriented 2-factor F, in 
S( G/H, X). By the assumption of our theorem f( F,x) is an oriented 2-factor 
in K. Therefore the edges f(e), f(e’) belong to f (F,) and both have the 
common initial vertex f(A) = f (B), so they are in the same circuit off(F,y). 
But any such a circuit is oriented cyclically, thus f(e) = f(e’) and the ter- 
minal vertices must coincide. Hence, f( Ax) = f( Bx). 
It can be easily seen that, for x in X, the change XH x- i corresponds to 
reverting the orientation of all edges of F,. By the same argument as above 
we have f (Ax - ’ ) = f( Bx ~ ’ ), provided that f( A ) = f(B). 
So far we have proved that, for any A, BE G/H, the equality f (A ) = f (B) 
implies f (Ag) = f(Bg) for generators and their inverses. It remains to prove 
the same for the products of elements of G. Let g, h be elements of G for 
which the above implication holds. Putting A, = Ag, B, = Bg, the equality 
f(A,)=f(B,) implies f(A,h)=f(B,h). The last can be rewritten as 
f (A ) = ,f( B) implies f( Agh) = ,f( Bgh). The claim of Step 1 follows. 
Step 2. We prove that the set Z= U { A E G/H; f(A) = f( H)} is a sub- 
group of G containing H. It is suflicient to prove that Z is closed under 
products and inverse elements. Let a, b E Z, then f (Ha) =f( Hb) = f (H). 
According to the Step 1, f(Hab)=f((Ha)b)=f(Hb)=f(H) and 
f(Ha-‘)=,f((Ha)a-‘)=f(H). Therefore abEI, a-‘EZ, and Z is a sub- 
group of G. 
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Step 3. Let UE G. We prove that la= U(A EG/H; f(A)=f(Ha)). 
Following the Step 2 we obtain la = U { Ba E G/H; j(B) =f(H)}. Step 1 
guarantees that f(B) = f( H) if and only if f(Ba) = f( Ha). Putting A = Bu 
we obtain the desired result. 
Step 4. Let e be an edge of K with initial vertex u. There is a unique 
member x of the sequence X such that eEf(F’Y). Further there is an 
element a E G for which u =f(Ha). Define i(u) = la and i(e) to be the edge 
of S(G/H, X) with initial vertex la and carrying the voltage x. From Step 3 
it follows that the mapping i: K --f S(G/H, X) is well defined. Moreover one 
can verify that i is an isomorphism which makes the diagram (1) commute. 
The proof is finished. 
COROLLARY 1. Any covering of one connected regular graph of even 
degree by another is equivalent to a natural projection of two Schreier coset 
graphs. 
Proof: Let f: K --) L be such a covering. For any 2-factorization %‘I’ of 
L, the preimage 8 = f -I(%‘) is a 2-factorization of K. It follows from [2] 
that there is a group G, subgroup H s G, generating sequence X of G, and 
an isomorphism j: S(G/H, X) + K such that j(F.Y) E % for any x in X. The 
coverings f and f 0 j are equivalent. The desired result is now an easy con- 
sequence of Theorem 1. 
5. COVERINGS AND 2-FACTORIZATIONS 
The proof of Theorem 1 takes advantage of the fact that the covering f 
maps a given 2-factorization of S(G/H, X) onto a 2-factorization of K. This 
assumption seems to be quite restrictive but, unfortunately, it cannot be 
avoided. 
Let %(K) be the set of all 2-factorizations of a connected 2d-regular 
graph K. Take % E F(K) and let p: K -+ L be a covering. The graph L is 
said to be an F-quotient of K if p(F)e.F(L). We often say that, in this 
case, p preserves 9. Clearly, any quotient of K is an %-quotient for 
suitable % E F(K). However, if we choose a fixed 2-factorization 
% E B(K) we thereby specify a covering q: K + B, of K onto a bouquet of 
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This means that preserving a fixed 2-fatorization 9 E F(K) restricts us to 
those coverings p: K-P L which decompose the covering q into a com- 
mutative triangle diagram (2). Therefore to construct all quotients of K it is 
often necessary to examine more than one 2-factorization of K. This can be 
the case even when the graph in question is a Cayley graph. 
To see this, consider the following example. Take a cycle C, and replace 
each of its edges by two parallel edges. Denote the resulting graph by E,. It 
is easy to see that E,, has essentially two different 2-factorizations Yi and 
F*; 9, consisting of two Hamiltonian cycles of E,, and 4 formed by two 
disjoint copies of the graph nC, (C, is a cycle of length 2). Let Gi = 
Go(&, , %), H, = H,(E,, ,5$), i = 1, 2. Then, up to isomorphism, Gi = 
(4 y; xZn =xy= l)=ZZn, the cyclic group of order 2n, and G, = (s, t; s2 = 
t2 = (st)” = 1) = D,, the dihedral group of order 2n. Since in both cases the 
order of the groups equals to the order of the graph E2,,, H, , as well as H,, 
is trivial. Thus, there are only two Schreier coset graphs with trivial core 
(in fact, Cayley graphs) which realize E2n, namely, C(G, , {x, y } ) and 
C(G2, (s, t},. 
We show that, for odd n > 3, there is an %-quotient of E,, which is not 
an Y2-quotient and vice versa. Let I, zZ, be the subgroup of G, generated 
by xn, and Z2 gZ2 the subgroup of G, generated by s. In the first case 
Gi/Z, r Z, and the Fi-quotient S(G,/Z,, {x, y}) of E,, is isomorphic to E,. 
But if n is odd, E, has essentially only one 2-factorization, namely the one 
consisting of two Hamiltonian cycles. We see that E, cannot be an 
F2-quotient of E,, since no 2-factor in .J& can be mapped by a covering 
onto a Hamiltonian cycle of E,, n >, 3. On the other hand, the F2-quotient 
S(G2II2, ($3 t>) of E2, can be obtained as follows: Take a path P, with n 
vertices, replace each of its edges by two parallel edges and attach a loop to 
each of the two endvertices of P,. This graph is not an %-quotient of E2,,, 
for each &-quotient of E,, is isomorphic to Ek for some k. 
Sometimes it may occur that a connected regular graph of even degree 
has a “universal” 2-factorization Fu, i.e., that any quotient of K is an 
F;-quotient. Using similar arguments as above it can be shown that graph 
E, has a universal 2-factorization if and only if n is odd or n is a power of 
2. 
In the case when K is represented as a Schreier coset graph S(G/H, X) 
and 9 = (F,; x a member of A’), any F-quotient of S(G/H, X) will be 
called an X-quotient. 
6. EQUIVALENCE OF COVERINGS 
This section is devoted to a more detailed study of X-quotients of a 
Schreier coset graph S(GjH, X). In particular, we are interested in con- 
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ditions under which two natural projections p: S(G/H, X) + S(G/Z, X) and 
q: S(G/H, X) + S(G/J, X) are equivalent. The answer is contained in 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a group, HE I, J E G be subgroups of G, let X be 
a generating sequence of G. The following two statements are equivalent: 
(1) There is an isomorphism i: S(G/Z, X) + S(GIJ, X) that makes the 
diagram (3) in which p, q are natural projections, commute: 
(3) 
(2) The subgroups Z and J are conjugate in G (briefly, I- J in G). 
Proof (1) =z= (2). Suppose i is an isomorphism that makes the diagram 
(3) commute. First we show that for any g E G and A E G/Z we have 
i(Ag) = i(A) g. Choose BE G/H such that p(B) = A. The definition of the 
natural projection implies that, for any g E G, p(Bg) = p(B) g, and q(Bg) = 
q(B) g. Since iop=q, we obtain i(Ag)=i(p(B)g)=i(p(Bg))=q(Bg)= 
q(B) g=iop(B) g=i(A) g. 
Let us define an action c( of the group G on the set G/Z by cr(A, g) = Ag; 
the action B of G on the set G/J is defined analogously. Both these actions 
are transitive. The equality i(Ag) = i(A) g implies that i restricted to G/I is 
just the isomorphism of G-spaces of actions ~1, /I, respectively. Obviously 
Stab,(A)= Stab,(i(A)) for each A EC/Z. It is known [6] that in 
homogeneous G-spaces any two isotropy subgroups are conjugate. Thus, in 
our case, I= Stab, Z = Stab,( i(Z)) = Stab,{(J) = J. 
(2) * (1). Let aa’Ja = Z for some aE G. We shall construct the 
required isomorphism i. An easy computation shows that Stab, Z=Z= 
a-‘Ja = a-i(Stab,( J) a = Stab,(Ja). Define i(Z) = Ja and for any CE G/Z, 
C = Ib put i(C) = Jab. If Zb = Zc then be- ’ E Stab, I= Stab,(Ja), so 
Jabc-’ = Ja and Jab = Jut. We can see that i is well defined. It is easy to 
verify that i is an isomorphism satisfying (1). 
COROLLARY 2. Let the order of the group G be pr. m, where p is a prime 
and the gcd (p, m ) = 1. Let H be a p-subgroup (possibly trivial) of G. Then 
S(G/H, X) has a unique X-quotient with m vertices. 
Proof The idea used here is based on the well-known Sylow theorems. 
The p-subgroup H is contained in a Sylow p-subgroup I of G. Any 
X-quotient of S(G/H, X) with m vertices corresponds to a Sylow 
p-subgroup of G containing H (see Theorem 1). But any two Sylow 
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p-subgroups are conjugate in G. According to Theorem 2, the 
corresponding X-quotients are equivalent. 
7. STRUCTURE OF REALIZATIONS OF U-REGULAR GRAPHS 
Let K be a connected graph with a fixed oriented 2-factorization 9. 
(Note that fixing an oriented 2-factorization is the same as taking a fixed 
covering8 K+ B, onto a bouquet of circles.) Denote by 9(K, 9) the set of 
all ordered triples (G, H, X) consisting of finite groups H s G and a 
generating sequence X of G such that there is an isomorphism 
i: S(G/H, X) + K with the property i(F,) E 9 for any x in X. (We do not 
distinguish isomorphic triples in %(K, 9), i.e. triples (G, H, X), 
(G,, H,, X,) for which there is an isomorphism j: G -+ G, satisfying 
j(H) = H, and j(X) E X,.) 
As mentioned above, Gross [2] proved that any connected regular 
graph of even degree is a Schreier coset graph. Using the present notation, 
he showed that $(K, 9) # 0; namely, Y(K, 9) contains the triple 
(G,, H,, X,+-see Section 3. We shall see that a little more can be said 
about the triple (G,, HO, X,)-it is actually the least element of 9(K, 9). 
THEOREM 3. Let (G, H, X) E Y(K, 9). There is an epimorphism 
h: G + G,, satisfying h(H) = HO such that the sequences h(X) and X,, are con- 
jugate in G,,. Moreover, h(C,(H)) = C&H,,) = 1. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may suppose that K= S(G/H, X) 
and 9 consists of all F, for x in X. Define an action c1 of G on the set G/H 
by a(A, g) = Ag. This action induces a homomorphism h, from G into the 
symmetric group on the set G/H. But h, assigns to any x in X just the per- 
mutation rtF of Gross’ group G,, therefore h, is an epimorphism G + GO. 
Let the action /I of the group G,, on the set G/H be defined by P(A, g) = 
(A) g (we write here first the argument A and then the permutation g). It 
can be easily seen that a(A, g) =/?(A, h,(g)), therefore h,(Stab,(A))= 
Stab,(A) and h;‘(Stab,(A))= Stab,(A) for each A E G/H. Assume that 
H,, = Stab,(B), BE G/H. Since fi is transitive we obtain HO = Stab,(B) E 
Stab(H) = hi (Stab,( H)) = hi(H). Thus there is an inner automorphism y of 
G, such that yhl( H) = H,. Put h = y 0 h, , then h is the desired epimorphism 
G + GO because h(X) = yh,(X) = y(X,). 
It remains to prove the second part of the theorem. Note that 
Stab@(B) = HO and Stab,(Ba) = h,(a)-‘. H,. h,(a). The core C,,(H,) 
can be expressed as n,EGh,(a)-l.H,.h,(a). Now, h,‘(C,(H,)) 
= h;l noeG hi(a)-’ . H,, . h,(a) = h,’ nosC Stab,(Ba) = 
n oEG h;‘(StabB(Ba)) = noEG Stab,(Ba) = nnsC Stab,(Ha) = C,(H). 
Since h, is onto G,, h,(C,(H)) = C&H,). But C&H,) is a normal sub- 
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group of G,, it is therefore invariant under the inner automorphism y. 
Thus, h(C,(H)) = Co&H,). However, the core C,,(HO) is trivial, as men- 
tioned in Section 3. 
Theorem 3 shows that, for a given fixed 2-factorization g of a connected 
2d-regular graph K, the triple (G,, H,, X0) is the best possible to realize the 
graph as a Schreier coset graph since G, has the minimum order in 
3( K, 9). 
We can now give an algorithm for constructing the list of all pairwise 
nonequivalent P-quotients of a given connected regular graph K of even 
degree from its “minimal representation”: 
(1) Construct the triple (G,, HO, X,) E %(K, 9). 
(2) Take all conjugacy classes of subgroups of G, containing N,, and 
choose one subgroup from each class, obtaining the set (H,,..., H,}. 
(3) The natural projections pi: S( GO/H,, X0) + S( G,,/H,, X,,) 
represent all pairwise nonequivalent F-quotients of K. 
The rest of this section is devoted to the description of the set %(K, F). 
First we order ail triples (G, H, X) consisting of finite groups H c G and a 
generating sequence X of G in a natural way: put (G, H, X)s(G,, H,, X,) 
iff there is an epimorphism h: G, -+ G with h-‘(H) = H, and h(X,) E X in 
G. This terminology enables us to restate the claim of Theorem 3 as 
follows. 
COROLLARY 3. g(K W s {(G, H, JO; (G,, Ho, X,)5 (G, I-r, A’,}. 
The reverse inclusion will be obtained as a consequence of the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let p: S(G/H, X) -+ S(G/I, X) be a natural projection and 
h: G, + G an epimorphism. Let Xl be a generating sequence of G, which is 
mapped l-l onto X by h. Put H, = h-‘(H), I, =h-‘(I). Then the natural 
projection p,: S(G,/H,, Xl) + S(C,/I,, Xl) is equivalent top. 
Proof: Define i: S(G,/H,, Xl) -+ S(G/H, X), j: S(G,/Z,, X,) -+ S(G/Z, X) 
as follows: for any vertex A E Cl/H, and the edge e with the initial vertex A 
carrying the voltage x in X, let i(e) be the edge with the initial vertex h(A) 
and carrying the voltage h(x) in X; i is defined analogously. The diagram 




S(G,II, 3 X, ) 7 S(G/t X) 
is easily seen to be commutative. 
58?b:38/3-3 
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COROLLARY 4. Let h: G + G, be an epimorphism and H c I be subgroups 
of G containing the kernel of h. Further let the sequence h(X) consist of all 
members h(x) for x in X. Then the natural projections p: S(GjH, X) -+ 
S(G/Z, X) and pl: S(G,/h(H), h(X)) + S(G,/h(Z), h(X)) are equivalent. 
The proof is obvious. 
COROLLARY 5. %K 9) = {G H, JO; (Go, Ho, xo) 5 (G, H, Xl>. 
ProoJ: Suppose that there is an epimorphism h: G + G, with 
h- ‘(H,) = H and such that the sequences h(X) and X,, are conjugate in Go. 
Putting Z= G in Theorem 4 we obtain S(G/H, X) z S(GdH,, h(X)). Let y 
be the inner automorphism of G, corresponding to the conjugation 
h(X) E X0, i.e., yh(X) = X,,. Obviously S(GdH,, h(X))z,S(G&(H,), X,,). 
Since H, E y(H,) it follows from Theorem 2 that S(G$y(H,), X,)r 
S( GO/H,, X,). We have obtained S( G/H, X) z S( GO/HO, X0). All these 
isomorphisms, of course, preserve 2-factorizations, therefore (G, H, X) E 
Y(K, 9). Thus, we have established that $!?(K, 9) 2 {(G, H, X); 
(G,, HO, X,)5 (G, H, X)}. The reverse inclusion follows from Corollary 3. 
8. CONCLUSION 
Though we have given a complete description of the set 9’(K, 9) of all 
possible realizations of K with a fixed 2-factorization 9, we are not able to 
compare the least elements of Y(K, F) and 9(K, 6) for F1 different from 
9. 
It is no accident that we have distinguished the quotients with respect to 
equivalence of coverings and not with respect to isomorphism of (oriented) 
graphs. Take, for example, G = Z, x Z,, H, , H, z G, H, = Z, x Z,, H, the 
diagonal subgroup (00, 11,22,33}, X= { 10, 01 }. The quotient graphs 
S(G/H,, X), S(G/H,, X) are isomorphic as oriented graphs but the 
coverings C(G, X) + S(G/H,, X), C(G, X) + S(G/H,, X) are not equivalent 
(Theorem 2). 
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